From legacy HR to modern employee experience
How insurance and risk management market leader Arthur J. Gallagher
turned to Oracle and Cognizant to transform the HR experience
Renowned for its progressive employee culture, Gallagher needed a modern
HR solution to match. The answer: Move to a next-generation global HCM
Cloud platform, expertly designed and implemented by a trusted partner.

About the customer
Arthur J. Gallagher is a U.S.-based global insurance
brokerage and risk management services �rm and
one of the largest globally. Gallagher was voted as one of
the “World’s Best Employers” in 2018 by Forbes Magazine.
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Beyond legacy HR
For Gallagher, the time was ripe for an HR transformation. Support
for its existing on-premise systems was coming to an end and
the company was facing an extensive and costly upgrade cycle.
• Heavy application customization.
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• Limited self-service options.
• Paper-based processes for performance reviews.
• Workforce wanted a more modern and mobile work experience.

With the move to Oracle Cloud HCM, Gallagher aimed to reduce costs,
enhance recruiter productivity, and deliver a modern user experience.

Deploying worldwide
With Cognizant’s help, Gallagher began implementing
a next-gen HCM platform in three phases:
Globally: Core HR processes and bene�ts.
US, UK, Canada: Payroll, Time & Labor,
Absence Management, and Talent Management.
Rest of world: Payroll and HR analytics.

As we do acquisitions, we
want to ensure that our new
employees and organizations
have a smooth and positive
onboarding experience so they
become an integral part of the
Gallagher culture going forward.

The Oracle Cloud HCM deployment enabled Gallagher
to retire its costly legacy on-premise HR application.
Over 110 interfaces were integrated through
Cognizant’s Cloud Central Integration services.

– Sufel Barkat, VP HRIS

Reaping the bene�ts
Today, Gallagher’s new Oracle Cloud HCM platform drives
a modern work experience for thousands of employees worldwide.
• Reduced IT costs with streamlined cloud updates.
• Incentivized workforce with a modern performance and goals management solution.
• Reduced total cost of ownership over 5 years by 30%.
• Consolidated 3 di�erent payroll into a single UK payroll.
• Converted 56K employees data records with 7 years of employment history.
The solution scaled easily to meet the company’s global demand, managing nearly:

20,000
unique logins

134

location changes

1,200

resignations

300

promotions

Keys to success
What helped Gallagher succeed? Program leaders say that addressing change
management and reporting needs early in the project were important. Also key:
• Determining whether a big bang or staged implementation would work best.
• Securing a strong program sponsor combined with decentralize decision making.
• Understanding Oracle’s release cycles and other operational requirements.

To learn more about how Oracle and Cognizant
can help you transform your business, visit
www.oracle.com/applications/human-capital-management/
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